2015-2016 Application: Kenan Global Human Rights Scholars

Completed applications should be sent to Daniel Baroff at daniel.baroff@duke.edu. Applications will be accepted until Wednesday, September 16th at 11:59 pm.

1. What is your name, year at Duke, email, and phone number? Please list any human rights related courses you have taken at Duke and any Human Rights related activity as well.

2. The guiding motto at the Kenan Institute for Ethics is "Think and Do." When it comes to human rights, how are the two in tension and how are they compatible? How have you encountered this tension or compatibility personally? Please provide specific examples. (max. 250 words)

3. One of the goals of the global human rights fellow program is to help connect students’ international experiences with their Duke experiences, and to bridge local and international human rights issues. Describe an event or publication that you think could help achieve this. (max 250 words)

4. What else would you like us to know about you? (max. 100 words)